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1 Besides it’s sheer immorality, the extension of trump’s
dementia stay in the WH has been the most curious of
crimes. Why do something bad, when the end result is
guaranteed to expose you & crush you? Dementia’s
progression always wins & runs over people in it's way- all
of them

2 People near trump must say “He can still do...well, not much at all.” Labored

appearances where he embarrasses himself are a/b it. Even tweeting is farmed out.

Since this is trumpworld, there is no master plan. There are interests. Number one is

keeping a lid on damaging info

3 For a deeper dive into trump’s Dementia (or if you need a sleeping pill substitute)

here’s 9 layers of threads going back over a year. 
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1 What we see now are the remnants of Trump. A jumble of 
fractured thoughts in an unraveling vessel. These thoughts,  the 
essence that made up a toxic mix of narcissism, depravity & 
criminality are fading away. Ppl will say"I saw Trump- there's 
nothing left of him." Let's rewind:

2,432 1:45 AM - Jul 28, 2019

1,135 people are talking about this

4 Imagine knowing a POTUS was deteriorating mentally but making a choice to bury

the facts. Who are these players in the biggest charade and coverup in US

government history? Some wear multiple hats, but there are 2 constants: 

1 Low intelligence 

2 Low integrity 

...Or both

5 The Grifters. Bereft of integrity, the most important thing is to continue the grift. Hi

Melania- We don't know for sure, but an Epstein visa is more likely than an Einstein

visa. Hi Ivanka- Is it about the brand? Because Trump Org isn’t going to be around in

2021. Liquidation

6 The Part-time Presidents. Authority is intoxicating. These opportunists will run

trump into ground bc they simply don’t care. They each get to be part-time

presidents. Whether it’s Ivanka, Kush, Barr, Melania, Mnuchin, Pompeo, Mitch or

Miller, they all get a piece of the action
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7 The Enablers- Kellyanne, Mick, Ronny. What the hell happened in Jan 17? Live to

200? 6'3", 239 lbs? 

A Naval Admiral- Walter Reed? What's happening in the WH? Is trump being treated

for dementia, while ppl say he's OK? That's trouble if true. How do ppl hide & triage

trumpcare?

8 The True Believers. S Sanders.🎼Sarah, you’re the poet in Putin’s heart. SHS will

believe trump can stop dementia w/ the force of his will. Typical for someone w/

limited life experience. Every ecosystem needs a scavenger & SHS will be in the

nursing home wiping down his drool

9 The Deniers- They & trump can't accept it. The day his dementia comes out, is the

day his world ends. He’s no longer himself. Most likely he’s refusing to be examined.

He knows the trip to the neurologist/ hospital is a one way ride. Preview: when it

happens it's over for him

10 The Connivers- They intentionally drag it out- extending Trump’s stay so he can’t

be prosecuted as president & then is so far gone w/ dementia, that he won’t face

consequences. Nice "transition." Barr & Kushner can’t stop dementia, but they'd

extend trump time for themselves

11 The Functioning Idiots. Not only do they not have the information, they wouldn’t

know what to do w/ it if they had it. They think Trump is just fine. We saw a few

starry eyed morons greet Trump at his crappy hotel. The WH has a few- as does

Congress. Then there's Don Jr & Eric

12 When the trump exit happens, it will be a hot issue for thinking people. Add to the

two constants for the perpetuators of the the trump Dementia Extension - Low

intelligence & low integrity. Let’s makes sure there is a third one- Accountability.

Make them own it. Make them pay


